Approved (2016) new majors and degree codes for PIER

AN80  Anthropology with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 45.0202

BI85  Biology with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 26.1305

CH83  Chemistry with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 40.0509

EN77  Economics with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 45.0604

PL79  Philosophy with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 38.0104

PS77  Political Science with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 45.1099

PS78  Political Science and International Affairs with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 45.1099

RS86  Management with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 52.0210

SO81  Sociology with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 45.1101

SI85  Earth Sciences with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 40.0699

SI86  Marine Biology with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research  award: PHD  eff: FA16  CIP: 26.1302
SI87 Oceanography with a Specialization in Interdisciplinary Environmental Research award: PHD eff: FA16 CIP: 40.0607